HANSRAJ PUBLIC SCHOOL
presents

The 4th edition of its annual conference
on 28th June
Together, we break the wheel!
Co-Organised by

Many call me the most evolved specie.
But I am mostly commonly known as a human being.
My abilities and strengths,
Are widely acknowledged as my greatest assets.

Every time I grow,
I evolve,
I enhance,
I improve my core beliefs.
For thousands of years I’ve lived.
For thousands of years I’ve revolved on the earth.
For thousands of years I’ve worked to be the best I could be.
And after all this time I realised exactly what I need.
What I need to overcome my mistakes.
What I need to wash away my sins.
Because I know I’ve made many.

For thousands of years I’ve moved in the same cycle,
And after my billionth fall,
I know the only way to move forward,
Is to break the shackles of my past.
The only way to move forward,
Is to break the wheel.

About Hansraj Public School
With a vision to inspire young students to be confident,
considerate good human beings who would be lifelong learners
with global attitude and responsible citizens, HPS is committed
to promote human values, provide a nurturing environment and
engaging parents towards all round harmonious development
of our students.
“Through knowledge one attains immortality”. According to the
vedas, without knowledge and learning one cannot attain
immortality. Therefore, one must always try to acquire
knowledge and what better way to do this than by imbibing it
from your teacher or Guru. To further our efforts
towards this cause, The HPS MUN was established
in 2017 and after three successful conferences
is back with its fourth edition.

About HPS MUN 2020
They say a lynchpin, can be something as small as an idea in
the head of someone who’s ready to make a difference. Which
is why HPS MUN 2020 stands strong and ready to break the
wheel, not settling for any less. Our call and message is to all
world enthusiasts.
We see the world burning. We see the world dying. Thus, it is
only fair and fitting for us to address, understand and
progressively discuss the reason, the consequences and the
immediate need to cease from historyrepeating itself. We
invite you to HPS MUN 2020 -

DAS RAD BRECHEN

When the world is dark and
despondent, the need for knowledge
becomes even more important, the
need to ensure that even if everything
comes to a stop, a student who wishes
to learn shall always have access to
education.
And while learning is paramount,
doing so in a manner unprecedented
makes it everlasting.

The 4th edition of our annual conference is
scheduled to be held online, owing and adhering to
the guidelines issued, on 28th June, 2020.

Students from classes 6th to 12th are welcome to apply and register.
Delegation fees are ₹500/- per delegate which includes a training session to
be held one week prior to the Conference where in a full day session a
detailed module will be covered to train the participating delegates. Dates for
the training session will be confirmed on registration.
Registrations for delegation can be done individually through
the link given below:For school delegations CLICK HERE
For individual delegations CLICK HERE

At the end of the two-day conference, each committee
members will be selected for the following Awards1. Best Delegation
2. High Commendation
3. Special Mention
4. Best Position Paper
Cash prizes will be awarded for the Best
Delegation and High Commendation of ₹1,500/and ₹1,000 respectively.
Please note:The Position paper for each committee is to be submitted 2
days prior to the first session of the committee.
All delegates must adhere to a formal dress code for the
duration of the event be it Indian or western.

United Nations
Human Rights Council
The Human Rights Council is an inter-governmental body within the United
Nations. It is responsible for strengthening the promotion and protection of
Human Rights around the globe. It addresses situations of Human Rights
violations and makes recommendations on them.
It has the ability to discuss all thematic Human Rights issues such as freedom of
association and assembly, freedom of expression, freedom of belief and religion,
women's rights, LGBTQ rights, and the rights of racial and ethnic minorities
which require its attention throughout the year.

Agenda- Racism, racial discrimination,
xenophobia and related forms of intolerance Focussing on current challenges of
Black Lives Matter Movement

Citizen’s Dialogue
The Citizen’s Dialogue is a simulation of a large conference that aims to bring
together the views of the government and the citizens pertaining to the country.
It is a bilingual forum for unrestricted debate, discussion and deliberation, free
from the legislative tangles and extensive procedures of the parliament.
Citizens dialogue is a platform where you don’t have any barriers and can debate
your heart out. If you are a looking forward for a platform to keep your views
forward, this is the perfect platform for the same.
Agenda- Criticizing steps taken to
control protesters
over the last few years

World Health Organisation
The World Health Organization (WHO) is a specialized agency of the United
Nations that is concerned with international public health. As of 2016, the WHO
has 194 member states.
Since its establishment, it has played a leading role in the eradication of smallpox.
Its current priorities include communicable diseases, in particular HIV/AIDS,
Ebola, malaria and tuberculosis; the mitigation of the effects of noncommunicable diseases such as sexual and reproductive health, development,
and aging; nutrition, food security and healthy eating; occupational health;
substance abuse; and driving the development of reporting, publications, and
networking. Currently dealing with COVID-19 , a pandemic.
Agenda- Health standards during and post covid
in different working sectors of life

Stakeholders meet on
Education
Stakeholders are the ones who are an important part of the system. They are at a
stake and their voice needs to be listened for better working of the system. This
platform provides an opportunity to present your opinions without any
hinderence. It’s a great opportunity for all who keep on posting about the
education. This time it’s you who will be discussing the suggestions.
Agenda- To encourage new ideas, thoughts &
paradigms in areas of creation, development and
evolution of higher education a system that
specifically aligns with the times of Covid-19

World Trade
Organisation
The World Trade Organization, maintaining a very strong relationship with the
United Nations,is the only global international organization dealing with the rules
of trade between Nations. At its heart are the WTO agreements, negotiated and
signed by the bulk of the world’s trading nations and ratified in their parliaments.
The goal is to ensure that trade flows smoothly, predictably and freely. It acts as a
forum for negotiating trade agreements, settles trade disputes between its
members and supports the needs of the developing countries.
Agenda- Discussing the removal of
trade Barriers ahead of Covid 19

We look forward to hosting you at HPS MUN 2020. For any
further information or queries contact us at:
Mrs. Nidhi Sood
Teacher Coordinator,
HPS MUN 2020
Mr. Ajay Gupta
Secretary General,
HPS MUN 2020
Ph. :- +91 76860 00035

Ms. Eva Ahlawat
Chief Advisor,
HPS MUN 2020
Ph. :- +91 95013 88466

Mr. Abhishek Bindal
Chief Advisor,
HPS MUN 2020
Ph. :- +91 83602 39715

Find us on:@hpsmun2020
@hpsmun2020
hpsmun2020@gmail.com

